A new class of viscoelastic constitutive equations is proposed that provides enhanced control of shear and elongational properties. Together with the widely used Giesekus and Phan-Thien Tanner model, these enhanced models are evaluated for a polymer melt (LDPE) in a cross-slot flow. This stagnation flow has a strong planar elongational deformation component. The material is characterized, in both viscometric simple shear flow and in uniaxial elongation. Velocities are measured with particle tracking velocimetry while field-wise flow-induced birefringence is used for correlation with stresses. The experimental results are compared with 2D viscoelastic simulations. With equal quality of describing viscometric data, the enhanced models can predict the flow properties of the cross-slot flow significantly better than the well known PTT and Giesekus model. #
Introduction
During the last decade substantial progress has been made in the numerical simulation of viscoelastic flows, see e.g. [1] for a recent review on this issue. Nowadays, reliable and consistent results are obtained for a reasonable range of Weissenberg numbers. Extensions to non-isothermal and threedimensional viscoelastic simulations are in progress ([2±4] ). Consequently, the performance of constitutive equations in inhomogeneous flows may be investigated using these numerical tools.
Many constitutive equations have been proposed during the last decades, but none of them has been proven to be superior to others ( [5, 6] ). Related to this is the limited availability of experimental data to test and fit existing constitutive models. Linear viscoelastic and simple shear viscometric flow data are readily available, and a growing amount of extensional measurements (in particular, uniaxial extensional data) are published. However, extensional data need to be interpreted with great care as these experiments often give rise to spatially inhomogeneous flow fields, are time-dependent in a Lagrangian sense, and steady state is rarely (if ever) achieved. Moreover, even if both viscometric shear and elongational functions are available, it is questionable whether the material behavior is captured well in flows with a combination of shear and elongation ( [7] ), i.e. complex flows, since viscometric flows can be considered as limiting cases only.
Combined numerical/experimental studies of complex flows can be used to evaluate different constitutive equations concerning their adequacy to describe the viscoelastic behavior of polymer solutions and melts. A key factor in this approach is that field information is used rather than macroscopic, integrated quantities, as the latter may not reflect the local material behavior. The present availability of non-invasive optical techniques for measuring velocities (e.g. LDA, laser Doppler anemometry, PTV, particle tracking velocimetry) and stresses (FIB, flow-induced birefringence) in a flow field, makes local, quantitative comparison with computations possible. A nice example is the optical measurement of the full 3D transient stress tensor by Kalogrianitis and van Egmond [8] . However, this technique works only for homogeneous flows (simple shear in their case).
For inhomogeneous flows, two approaches may be adopted. Firstly, for known flow kinematics, the constitutive equations may be integrated along a particle path. This is referred to as the decoupled method. Flow kinematics may be known either from direct measurements of the velocity field (for instance using Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA)) see [9] , or may be known approximately by computing the flow field with a given constitutive model, see [7] . In many cases this latter approach is feasible as flow kinematics is relatively insensitive to small changes in the stress field, provided that the shear viscosity is described accurately (in particular, for shear thinning fluids). In recent years, fully coupled analyses have been performed via finite element simulations. As was shown by Baaijens et al. [10] , the results between the two approaches can differ slightly due to the decoupling of kinematics and stresses and therefore, the coupled method is preferred.
From the large number of available non-linear viscoelastic constitutive equations (see for e.g. [5] ), relatively few have been evaluated in complex flows. Of the integral type models, the K-BKZ (KayeBernstein, Kearsley and Zapas) model with PSM (Papanastasiou, Scriven and Macosko) damping function has received most attention [11] . Its popularity can be attributed to the possibility to control the shear and elongational behavior with different parameters. Of the differential type models, the PTT (Phan-Thien Tanner [12] ) and Giesekus model [13] have been applied most frequently. The Giesekus model has only one adjustable parameter to control non-linearity, whereas the PTT model has two adjustable parameters if the mixed upper±lower convected derivative is used. To some extent the PTT model has the ability to describe shear and elongational properties independently. However, the use of the lower convected derivative causes spurious oscillations in the predicted shear and normal stresses during start-up shear flow.
Only a few studies have evaluated more than one constitutive equation. Armstrong et al. [7] evaluated six different models for a contraction flow of a polyisobutylene solution, and, for this solution, found the predicted stresses of the PTT model to be the closest to measured stresses along the centerline of a contraction. Using a similar solution for the flow past a confined cylinder, Baaijens [10] showed good to excellent agreement between computed and measured velocities and stresses for both the PTT and Giesekus model. De Bie et al. [14] have demonstrated that for PIB, LDPE and HDPE melts in a converging channel the predicted stress fields of the PTT and Giesekus model are in better agreement with experimental results than predictions based on the Leonov model. In all cases, four mode versions proved to be superior to single mode predictions, which was also found by Rajagopalan et al. [15] for a Giesekus model. For different types of flow, [16, 17] found their computational results to be only moderately sensitive to the constitutive equations used (PTT and Giesekus). A drawback of the geometries that have been used thus far (primarily contraction flows and flows past a confined cylinder) is that the achievable strain is limited. An exception is the stagnation point at the wake of the cylinder, but the associated domain with high strains is too small to be accessed experimentally. Consequently only moderate excursions into the non-linear regime of the constitutive models are made.
Based on the above results, it is concluded that in shear-dominated flows (weak flows), experimentally observed stress fields can be predicted with great accuracy. Yet, whenever shear properties are predicted accurately, an increasing mismatch between predicted and measured normal stresses is observed with increasing flow rate (or, equivalently, increasing Weissenberg number) in regions with a dominant elongational component (strong flows). It has been generally found impossible to describe both weak and strong flows for a large range of Weissenberg numbers with the same set of parameters for existing constitutive models, including the PTT and the Giesekus model. Therefore, enhanced independent control of the shear and elongational properties is needed.
The aim of this study is twofold. Firstly, in analogy with [18] , the performance of both the PTT and the Giesekus is examined for the flow of a LDPE melt in a cross-slot geometry. In a finite, and above all, measurable region near the stagnation point large strains are achieved in this flow, allowing an examination of the constitutive equations in the full non-linear regime. Secondly, a new class of constitutive models is proposed that gives improved control of the shear and elongational properties compared to the PTT and Giesekus model. To a certain extent the PTT model may be seen as a generalization of the upper convected Maxwell model (UCM). In fact, choosing the relaxation time as an appropriate function of the first invariant of the extra stress tensor yields the one-parameter version of the PTT model. This analogy is extended by choosing both the relaxation and modulus of the UCM model to be functions of the invariants of the extra-stress tensor. These functions are chosen such that the shear viscosity function is fixed, while additional freedom to predict elongational properties is achieved. It is demonstrated that in case of the cross-slot flow these models perform remarkably better than either the PTT or the Giesekus model.
The outline of this paper is as follows. To start with, the key properties of a number of existing differential constitutive equations are discussed. Thereafter, a new class of enhanced constitutive models is introduced. The identification of the materials parameters for a LDPE melt using the PTT and Giesekus model is illustrated next. Using these models the flow of the LDPE melt through a cross-slot device is analyzed. Since these models fail to predict the stress patterns in the elongational part of the flow domain, normal stress and velocity results along the symmetry lines, hence in the compression and extension region of the domain, are used to identify a parameter set for the enhanced models. It is shown that with these models an excellent quantitative description is achieved of both available material data and stress patterns in the cross-slot geometry. A similar exercise with the PTT and Giesekus does not lead to the desired result.
Constitutive equations
The type of flow is defined with the velocity gradient tensor L rṽ c or the rate of deformation
. The extra-stress tensor s differs from the Cauchy stress tensor r by an isotropic factor:
where p is the pressure field at rest and I the unity tensor. The first, second and third invariants of an arbitrary tensor A are defined by:
Simple shear flow is characterized by
where is the shear rate,ẽ 1 indicates the flow direction andẽ 2 the velocity gradient direction. The steady-shear material functions are defined by viscosity:
first normal stress difference:
second normal stress difference:
where 2 1 and 2 2 are the first and second normal stress coefficient, respectively. Start-up and cessation of flow is denoted with a plus or minus sign, respectively:
Start-up flow:
Cessation of flow:
Simple elongational flows can be defined by
The definition for L used here, slightly differs from the one for instance used in the book of Macosko [19] . The reason is to have a consistent definition for the viscosity function in a combined planar elongational and shear flow. 
with e u, p and b depending on the deformation mode.
Generalized Newtonian model
In generalized Newtonian models the viscosity () is a non-linear function of either the rate-ofdeformation tensor or the extra-stress tensor. To capture the shear thinning behavior exhibited by most polymer melts, either
is chosen. A common expression for the viscosity function is the Carreau-Yasuda function, defined as [19] :
while also the so-called Ellis viscosity function may be used [19] :
Generalized Newtonian models describe the shear rate dependence of the viscosity only. Any other non-Newtonian effects, such as normal forces in shear flows and transient stresses in start-up flows, are not included. The Ellis model Eq. (16) is used for the development of new constitutive equations, see Section 3.
Upper convected Maxwell model
Although the upper convected Maxwell model is not capable of describing the basic features of polymer melts (such as shear thinning shear viscosity and a bounded elongational viscosity) it is discussed here as it serves as a starting point for more elaborate models discussed later on. It is the idealization for a simple fluid; in rapid deformations it behaves as an elastic solid, with a modulus G, and in slow deformations as a Newtonian liquid, with viscosity :
where ! (/G) is the relaxation time, and r is the upper convected time derivative:
with ( the material time derivative of the stress tensor. For steady-shear planar flow, the stress components can be written as
Hence, the material functions may be written as:
Both and 2 1 are constant, no shear thinning behavior is predicted, and 2 2 is zero. In steady elongational flow, the following material functions are found:
For all elongational viscosities unbounded extensional thickening is predicted for 4 1a2!. So, the upper convected Maxwell model gives unrealistic material functions in both steady shear and elongation. However, the linear viscoelastic flow behavior, i.e. when the applied strains are small, can be accurately described, when multiple modes (i.e. multiple relaxation times and corresponding moduli) are used. The range of validity of this description depends on the number of modes used. The contributions of separate modes are given by Eq. (17) , and the total stress tensor by:
where the index i denotes a single mode.
More accurate non-linear viscoelastic models
The upper convected Maxwell model can be altered in a number of ways to introduce non-linear effects. In the limit of small strains, however, the Maxwell model should always be recovered. These models can be put in the following general form, closely related to an expression proposed by Larson [20] :
where the subscript 0 denotes the constant, linear viscoelastic terms obtained in the limit of infinitesimal strains. The influence of the terms F c sY D and F d s are shortly explained below.
The relaxation time of the model is made a non-linear function of the extra stress tensor scaled with a modulus. In general the functional dependence is such that it accelerates stress decay rate at higher stresses and approaches zero at least quadratically when strains (i.e. stress divided by the modulus) approach zero. The function F d s is generally found in two forms.
The simplest is a scalar function of the invariants of the stress tensor as for instance in the Phan-Thien Tanner model (PTT) [12] and in the, recently proposed, Marrucci models [21, 22] (see Section 3 for expressions for these functions). In this case, and in absence of F c sY D, the functional expressions, Eqs. (22)± (27) , are unchanged but the relaxation time must be taken as a function of the extra stress tensor. Shear thinning behavior for and 2 1 can be achieved, and the elongational viscosities become bounded. However, the second normal stress difference N 2 remains zero.
More complex forms of F d are found in the Giesekus and Leonov models, where it is a tensorial function of the stress tensor. In this way a quadratic form of the stress tensor appears in the constitutive equation. When using multiple modes, these models give excellent predictions in shear accompanied with a non-zero second normal stress difference N 2 . The predictions in elongational flows, however, are generally less accurate.
F c sY D: This term alters the rate at which stress builds up and can be a function of both the stress and rate-of-deformation tensor. This type of function is found in the Phan-Thien Tanner model when using the Gordon Schowalter derivative, and the Larson model when using the Larson derivative. With this modification, also accurate predictions of the steady-shear properties and N 1 can be found combined with reasonable predictions in elongational flows. However, depending on the type of function F c some deviations from experiments are found. The Larson model, for example, predicts N 2 0, and the PTT model shows spurious oscillations during start-up of shear flow, unless the upper convected derivative is used. Notice that when the rate of deformation tensor (D) is explicitly present in F c , this term can be moved to the right-hand side of Eq. (29) and, combined with 2G 0 D, can be regarded as a non-linear anisotropic modulus.
In general, it can be concluded, that most non-linear models can accurately describe the material properties in shear flow, although some fail to predict a non-zero second normal stress difference N 2 T 0. The prediction of elongational properties is most times not particularly good [5] . The Giesekus and PTT models will be discussed in some more detail as they are used in this study.
Giesekus model
The Giesekus model [13] describes how the relaxation time of a molecule (dumbbell) is altered when the surrounding molecules (dumbbells) are oriented. The relaxation behavior becomes anisotropic and results in an additional quadratic term of the stress tensor compared to the Maxwell model.
The parameter 0 1 determines the magnitude of the anisotropic drag.
At 0 the isotropic, upper convected Maxwell model is recovered. The most severe case of anisotropic drag is reached when is set to unity. In that case the model predicts similar behavior in elongational flows as the corotational Maxwell model. At intermediate values of , the Giesekus model fits steady and transient shear flows better than any other differential constitutive equation (the Leonov model, which is closely related to the Giesekus model, not considered). Shearthinning behavior of both and 2 1 is predicted. Also a second normal stress difference is predicted. Depending on the value of the ratio 0 (N 2 /N 1 ) À(1/2) is found which covers the range of measured values.
In uniaxial elongational flow, the model predicts a tension-thickening region, after which a plateau is reached. Most experiments for polymer melts, however, indicate the existence of a tension thinning region at high strain rates. Hence, the Giesekus model is found to be less accurate in predictions of elongational flow measurements.
Phan-Thien Tanner model
The Phan-Thien Tanner model [12] stems from network theory and contains both functions F c sY D and F d s: PTTa:
PTTb:
The two parameters $, 4 define the non-linear behavior. When 4 ( $ the behavior in shear flow is mainly determined by $, and 4 serves to blunt the singularity in elongation that otherwise would be present. However, a single value of the slip parameter $ cannot fit both shear viscosity and first normal stress difference satisfactorily. The two forms of the function F d give qualitatively different behavior in strong flows. PTTa predicts a maximum in the elongational viscosity before reaching a tension thinning region at higher elongational rates. The linear form (PTTb) predicts a tension thickening behavior after which a plateau is reached at higher elongational rates. PTTa seems to be coherent with experiments on polymer melts, see e.g. [23] .
The PTT model has more flexibility than the Giesekus model, as it has two adjustable parameters. However, when $ T 0 spurious oscillations are predicted during start-up of shear flow. When $ 0, similar predictions are obtained as the Giesekus model except that N 2 0, and no overshoot in the viscometric functions is predicted for start-up of shear.
Enhanced non-linear viscoelastic models
As mentioned before, both the PTT and Giesekus model allow a semi-quantitative description of experimentally observed stress fields in inhomogeneous flows. Weak flows are generally predicted quite well, while in strong flows significant differences between prediction and measurement exist, in particular at elevated Weissenberg numbers. Yet, as such, the major phenomena observed experimentally are captured by these models. Therefore, it may be expected that relatively small modifications may yield better results. The approach taken in this study is to investigate the impact of different functional dependencies of the relaxation time and the modulus on the predictive capabilities of models related to the PTT model.
The key features of the current approach may be identified as follows.
A generalized version of the UCM model is used where both the relaxation time and the modulus are taken as functions of the extra-stress tensor:
The functions !(s) and G(s) are chosen such that in the limit of infinitesimal strains the linear Maxwell model is recovered. The product !(s)G(s) is chosen such that the steady state non-linear viscosity is accurately depicted. This shall be referred to as`viscosity-fixed' models in the sequel. The functional dependence of both !(s) and G(s) is still arbitrary, as long as the product !(s)G(s) satisfies the above requirement. This fact gives enhanced flexibility in independently describing elongational and shear flows properties.
Model enhancement based on the Cox±Merz rule
The viscosity function derived for the upper convected Maxwell model ( !G, Eq. (22)) holds for any choice of !(s) and G(s). The invariants of the stress tensor in 2D steady shear are:
Note that the first and second invariant are related by:
The empirical Cox±Merz rule [24] can be taken as a guideline for finding appropriate functions for ! and G that accurately describe the steady-shear viscosity. The Cox±Merz rule relates the steady-shear viscosity to the dynamic viscosity according to:
The subscript 0 indicates the linear viscoelastic parameters. With the definition of viscosity ( 12 a , and the stress invariants in steady-shear (Eq. (36)), the Cox±Merz rule can be written as a function of the second invariant of the extra-stress tensor IIs:
Constant modulus (G G 0 ). If, for example, the modulus is taken constant, the viscosity curve is excellently predicted when the relaxation time is taken from Eq. (40) with G G 0 . Moreover, this function can be used to evaluate relaxation time functions proposed in literature (see Table 1 ). To compare the Cox±Merz expression with the models tabulated in Table 1 , Eq. (38) is used to reformulate Eq. (40) in terms of Is. Fig. 1 shows the relaxation time and viscosity as a function of I s aG 0 for all models listed in Table 1 . In case of the PTT model the additional slip parameter $ is set to zero. Recently, Marrucci [21] proposed a non-linear relaxation time based on the concept of renewal of topological obstacles by convection of entanglements and used this in a dumbbell model. It is denoted here as the Marrucci-a model. In a second paper, Marrucci [22] introduced a finite minimal friction on the beads of the dumbbell, which resulted in the function indicated here as Marrucci-b. When the parameter 4 in the Marrucci-b model is set to zero, it behaves similar to the Marrucci-a model with 4 0.5, see Table 1 . The last relaxation time function listed in Table 1 is based on the variable drag principle applied in a dumbbell model [5] . Instead of taking the hydrodynamic interaction concentrated in the beads of a dumbbell, this model considers the hydrodynamic forces to act on the contour length of a polymer chain. Over some range of stress, the relaxation time first increases due to the variable drag and next decreases following the mechanism of the PTTa model.
The Cox±Merz function depends linearly on the stress at low stress levels, but shows an instant drop when I s a2G 0 ÀII s aG 2 0 reaches unity (see Fig. 1 ). Both PTT models show similar behavior at low stress levels (for the selected 4 values), but decrease much slower at higher stress levels. The Marrucci- 
a model shows a linear dependence on the stress, whereas the Marrucci-b model becomes constant at high stresses. They both are closer to Cox±Merz at (I ( /2G 0 1) than the PTT models. The variable drag function shows (for the given parameter set which described variable drag only) an opposite effect as the Cox±Merz rule: shear thickening behavior. The similarities and deviations from the Cox±Merz rule of the relaxation time functions are reflected in their prediction of the non-linear steady-shear viscosity, see the righthand side of Fig. 1 . The best approximation is found for the Marrucci-a model, the maximum deviation being 15%. However, this model, as well as the function given for the Cox±Merz rule, can become negative in a numerical scheme, when (Is/G 0 ) approaches unity, leading to numerical instabilities.
Ellis model as approximation of the Cox±Merz rule
To avoid the above numerical problems, but still obtain a fair description of the viscosity function without a plateau like the Marrucci-b model, Eq. (39) is approximated with a modification of the Ellis model:
If, as before, the modulus is taken constant, Fig. 2 shows the impact of this modification on the relaxation time and the shear viscosity. Notice that the constants in the modified Ellis expression have no physical meaning, they are chosen such that a good overall prediction is achieved (A, a, b 2, 2, 1).
For this one mode model, the cross-over region from the zero-shear viscosity to the shear thinning Another function that can be used to approximate the Cox±Merz rule is: ! ! H e region is accurately described. The slope of for the Ellis model differs from the slope of the Cox± Merz rule at higher shear rates.
Non-linear relaxation time and modulus based on the Ellis model
Similar results for the steady-shear viscosity function can be obtained by introducing a non-linear modulus with a constant relaxation time. Moreover, both relaxation time and modulus can be described by an Ellis function, and the non-linearity can be divided over the two with the introduction of parameter :
where the parameters A, a and b are determined with a fit on the Cox±Merz rule for multi-mode models or on the complete viscosity function if a one-mode model is desired. With 0 1, the two limiting cases correspond to a constant modulus ( 0), and a constant relaxation time ( 1) . For arbitrary values of identical results are obtained for the steady-shear viscosity. However, as follows from Eq. (23), they have a slightly different effect on the first normal stress difference. The two limiting cases are shown in Fig. 3 on the left. Only little influence is seen in the start-up behavior in simple shear (Fig. 3,  right) . The predictions in uniaxial elongation are shown in Fig. 4 , the parameter alters the slope at higher elongation rates rather than the overall magnitude.
Ellis model in combination with non-linear relaxation times
So far, both functions proposed for ! and G are based on an approximation (Eq. (41)) of the Cox± Merz rule Eq. (40). There is, however, no limitation in choosing an arbitrary function for the relaxation time, for instance one from Table 1 , to obtain more flexibility in describing elongational flows. The (approximated) Cox±Merz rule is still obtained when defining the modulus as:
This intrinsic flexibility of the current approach is demonstrated in Fig. 5 for the relaxation time function of the PTTa model. The 4 parameter in the ! function (see Table 1 ) now also controls the nonlinear behavior of the modulus while the shear viscosity function is unaffected by it, see Fig. 6 . The prediction of the first normal stress difference also depends on 4 ( Fig. 6 ), whereas the second normal stress difference in this approach equals to zero. The effect on the transient behavior is minor (Fig. 7) , and no overshoot is predicted. The elongational curve is mainly determined by the chosen function of the relaxation time (Fig. 7) , in this case the PTTa function. (Similar results can be obtained for planar and biaxial elongation.) When altering the form of the relaxation time function, the shape of the elongation viscosity function is changed. Furthermore, by adjusting the parameter 4 in the model, the extension thickening region is controlled. This is a big advantage over other models since the shear viscosity is unaltered. However, the shear and elongational properties are not totally decoupled, the first normal stress difference also depends on the parameter value. In the case of the PTTa function for !, it can be shown that for multi-mode models the influence of the parameter is much larger on u , than on N 1 (typically a factor 3±4). Summarizing:
All current models provide an excellent description of the non-linear shear viscosity function.
To describe the viscosity, the empirical Cox±Merz rule can be approximated by a modified Ellis function. This is in favour of the numerical implementation. One parameter ( in Eq. (42) in the model divides the non-linear behavior between the modulus and the relaxation time. Depending on this parameter, and the chosen form of the relaxation time, the predictions for the elongational properties and first normal stress difference are altered. A drawback of the examples given thus far is that the second normal stress difference is zero. A more general class is obtained when the third invariant of the extra stress is included. This is a way to introduce the effects of alignment strength [5] . However, in the current study, the viscosity function, which is fixed in the models, is determined in planar shear flow where the third invariant is zero.
Models for evaluation in complex flows
Of the frequently used differential type models the Giesekus and PTT model are selected for the evaluation in complex flows, since they showed the best results in a number of studies on various flow types (see e.g. Armstrong et al. [7] , Baaijens [16] , Larson [5] , Tas [25] ).
The current approach offers the possibility to combine functions for the relaxation time as proposed in literature, with the Cox±Merz rule or approximations thereof. It ensures a correct prediction of the steady shear viscosity, while predictions in elongation are mainly controlled by the function selected for the relaxation time behavior as a function of the first invariant of the extra-stress tensor. Here, the relaxation time functions are chosen according to the exponential form of the PTT model, referred to as the Feta±PTTa model, or a modification thereof that accounts for variable drag, referred to as the Feta± VD model (Feta stands for Fixed viscosity (eta)). In all cases multiple relaxation times are used and the Ellis model is used to approximate the Cox±Merz rule.
Materials characterization
Both shear and elongation experiments are performed. Multi-mode versions of a Maxwell model are used to describe the linear viscoelastic properties. Parameters of the constitutive equations are fitted on steady-shear measurements and elongational data.
The material investigated is a commercial grade low density polyethylene (DSM, Stamylan LD 2008 XC43), which was also investigated in two earlier studies ( [16, 25] ). Some of the properties are shown in Table 2 . The material functions measured and apparatuses used are given in Table 3 . Results are compared with values from the literature ( [25] ).
The samples are prepared by compression moulding pellets at 1708C applying a pressure of 3 Â 10 5 Pa for 5 min, followed by a pressure of 6 Â 10 6 Pa for 5 min and cooling to room temperature at a pressure of 6 Â 10 6 Pa. Table 4 lists the sample dimensions for the different experiments.
Dynamic experiments. Dynamic experiments were performed on a Rheometrics RDS II at six different temperatures, T 1108C, 1308C, 1508C, 1708C, 1908C and 2108C, in a frequency range, T c is the crystallization temperature. 
The shift factors are shown in Fig. 8 , they are fitted with an Arrhenius equation:
in which A E A /R G with R G (8.314 kJ/(K kmol)) the universal gas constant and E A the materialdependent-flow activation energy. The values of the constants A and B are also given in Fig. 7 literature values is observed for the steady-shear viscosity. As the range of shear rates covered with a cone-plate geometry is limited, also capillary data from Tas are plotted. In Fig. 11 the steady-shear data are compared to the empirical Cox±Merz [24] and Laun's rule [27] . The values following from both rules are lower compared to those of the steady-shear experiments, although it seems that the results from dynamic experiments agree better with the steady viscosity results from this study than from literature. Uniaxial elongation. Transient elongational experiments were performed on a Rheometrics RME apparatus, developed by Meissner [28] , at a temperature of 1208C. As is shown in Fig. 14 , the material shows elongational thickening behavior but no steady state was reached at the extension rates investigated 4 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1 s
Start

À1
. The maximum Hencky strain achieved equals 7. The data shown has been directly taken from the RME, however, due to the elongational thickening behavior, these results should be looked upon with care. The combination of a shear thinning and strong strain hardening may cause a shear layer between the sample and the loading metal belts resulting in an apparent slip of the sample. In that case the real deformation is no longer unequivocal related to the movement of the belts [29] . Deformation should be measured directly on the sample, using a video system. The thickening behavior can become less pronounced when measured in this way.
Determination of constitutive parameters
Maxwell modes
Within the infinitesimal strain limits, a multi-mode Maxwell model can accurately describe viscoelastic behavior. For a given number of modes, the optimal sets of relaxation times ! i and moduli G i are determined with a Levenbergh±Marquardt algorithm ( [30] ). It is of great importance for the characterization of the investigated flows and flow conditions, for which the dimensionless Deborah or Weissenberg number are used, that the average relaxation time, following from the Maxwell modes equals the characteristic relaxation time of the melt. The De-number is defined as
where ! c is a characteristic time of the material and T, a characteristic time of the deformation process.
The definition of the Weissenberg number is
We ! c c Y
where, c is a characteristic shear rate of the deformation process. The numbers contain different information: De indicates the importance of memory effects, while We indicates the importance of nonlinearities ( [31] ).
The relaxation time ! c can be defined in a number of ways leading to different De-numbers. Here, two definitions are introduced. One that reflects the importance of elastic forces in the numerical simulations based on a discrete representation of the relaxation spectrum, and the other that represents a measure of the elastic forces in the experiments based on the continuous data. They are indicated with De n and De e , respectively.
In De e , ! ce is taken as an averaged relaxation time following from the limits of linear viscoelastic relations (see for instance [19] , p. 126):
where 2 1 is the first normal stress coefficient, the shear viscosity, 3 the frequency, and G H and G HH the storage and loss modulus, respectively. For De n , ! cn is taken as the viscosity averaged relaxation time of the Maxwell modes used:
in which i is the index for the separate Maxwell modes. The distribution of relaxation times ! i and viscosities i must be chosen such that ! ce ! cn , as otherwise the two corresponding Deborauh numbers are different and simulations will not correspond to experiments. The Maxwell model yields
where i indicates the contribution of the separate modes, and N is the number of the modes. The values of a 4-and 8-mode version are given in Table 5 , the fits were already shown in Fig. 9 . For the 8-mode version the total spectrum covered by the dynamic experiments in used to determine the modes. For the 4-mode version only data up to 3 200 s À1 are used, in order to obtain an accurate fit in the range of low frequencies. This limits the application of the 4-mode fit to flows with deformation rates not exceeding 200 s
À1
, which is the case for the flows investigated in this study.
Non-linear parameters
In this section the Giesekus and PTT model will be considered only. At a later stage the enhanced model will be investigated as well. For the Giesekus model, which has only one parameter () that controls non-linearity, an optimal fit is obtained by minimizing the deviation from steady-shear experiments with the function:
where j indicates the individual data points.
The PTT model has two adjustable parameters (4, $). When 4 is small, $ controls the non-linear shear behavior and, therefore, Eq. (53) is used to determine $. The parameter 4 mainly controls the non-linear elongation behavior, but also effects the first normal stress difference in shear. The 4 parameter is fitted in two distinct ways. First, to obtain an optimal fit for the steady-shear data, using Eq. (53); indicated with PTTa-1 (4, $ 0.15, 0.08). In the second, 4 is determined with the uniaxial elongational measurements and indicated with PTTa-2 (4, $ 0.004, 0.08). As no steady state values are reached in the elongational experiments, the determination of 4 was done using the data of the transient results. The values of the parameters are listed in Table 5 .
Evaluation of models for viscometric functions
The material functions predicted by the models were already shown in Figs. 9±14. The Giesekus and PTTa-1 model give similar results in steady shear that are both slightly better than the PTTa-2 model (Fig. 10) . The agreement with start-up shear data (Fig. 12) is the best for the Giesekus model, and the worst for the PTTa-2 model which shows oscillations (that do not show up in the PTTa-1 model). Also the shear viscosity during cessation of flow is best predicted by the Giesekus model (Fig. 13) , but the first normal stress coefficient is better described with the PTTa-2 model. Moreover, PTTa-2 is the only model that predicts the right order of the extensional thickening behavior (Fig. 14) , where the other models give maximum stresses that are one order lower. A small difference between the 4-and 8-mode versions is noticeable for the start-up and cessation of shear flow data, Figs. 12 and 13. It can be concluded that the PTTa-2 model shows the best overall agreement with the viscometric and elongational measurements. 50)). PTTa-1 is fitted on steady-shear data only, whereas PTTa-2 also on elongational measurements.
Predictions in planar elongation flow
Since all complex flows, investigated in this study, are nearly planar flows, it is useful to show the predictions of the fitted equations in planar elongation. The results are presented in Fig. 15 . Similar to the behavior in uniaxial elongational flows, the PTTa-2 model predicts a much higher tension thickening effect than the Giesekus model (factor 10). The contributions of the independent modes can be clearly seen for this model. The PTTa-1 fit predicts a tension thinning behavior. 
Cross-slot flow
In this section the results are presented for the planar cross-slot flow. A schematic of the flow is shown in Fig. 16 , the experiments are performed at two flow rates, the characteristics are shown in Table 6 . The De-number is defined as:
in which h is the height of the channel in the planar section, and <u> the mean velocity. The temperature is 1508C.
Flow cell
The flow cell, made out of steal (100MnCrW4), was developed in our laboratory (see Fig. 17 ). The polymer melt coming from the corotating, closely intermeshing twinscrew compounding extruder, provided with a gearpump to control the throughput and a static mixer to improve homogeneity, is split into two equal streams, which are led to opposite channels of the flow cell. These two streams are impinged and the material flows away through two channels perpendicular to the inflow channels. The height of the channels is 5 mm, the depth 40 mm, giving a depth to height ratio of 8. Clearly, end effects are present due to the shear layer at the viewing windows causing the flow to have a three-dimensional nature. However, Schoonen [32] demonstrated that an aspect ratio of 8 : 1 causes a maximum deviation from the two-dimensional situation of the observed isochromatic patterns of about 6% within the flow rate range used in the current work. Isoclinic patterns, on the other hands, are affected to a much larger extent and cannot be interpreted based on a two-dimensional flow analysis.
To minimize the influence of three-dimensional effects near the stagnation region, the corners are rounded with a radius of 1.25 mm. The radius of the corner influences the elongation rate, but not the total strain. The length of the in-and outflow channels are 120 and 90 mm, respectively, so that the material is fully relaxed when approaching the stagnation region. The stagnation region is made visible by two rectangular glass windows (Schott BK-7, length Â height Â width 148 mm Â 48 mm Â 20 mm).
Experimental aspects
For the measurement of velocities Particle Tracking Velocimetry is used. Within this method the velocity field is determined from the displacement of individual particles in a moving fluid during a prescribed time interval. Epoxy particles with density & 1200 kg/m 3 and a diameter in the range 106 < d < 200 mm, are used for seeding the polymer melt flow. The particles are prepared using a new principle developed by Jansen et al. [33] . A high-speed camera (Kodak 4540), combined with a microscope (Zeiss SV-11), is used as recording medium. Most studies that use PTV technique, illuminate only a slice of the flow with a thin sheet of light. The flow cells in this study were less accessible for this approach. The microscope is focused halfway the flow cell (depth-of-field 1 mm). Only particles in the depth-of-field region are sharp, whereas the`parasitic' particles are blurred and have a different intensity. With the correct setting of a minimal particle size, and grey value, parasitic' particles are neglected. For this particular set-up, the lowest resolution is estimated to be 0.7 mm/s. Polymer melts and solutions are known to be birefringent in flow, and in combination with the stress optic law this reflects the stress state of the polymer fluid elements. The semi-empirical stress optical law states that the deviatoric part of the refractive index tensor n d n À 1a3TrnI is proportional to the deviatoric part of the stress tensor r d r À 1a3TrrI:
in which C is the stress optical coefficient. Since isoclinics cannot be used to separate shear and normal stresses due to the presence of end-effects, a pointwise birefringence measurement is performed at sufficiently low flow rates to identify the stress optical coefficient, see [18] for further details. The stress optical coefficient thus identified equals
In this study, the stress is measured field wise by recording the isochromatic lines. Instead of the usual high intensity mercury lamp, a 10 mW He±Ne laser (Uniphase 1125P) is applied in combination with a beam expander, to produce a parallel light beam with a diameter of 15 mm. This provided for a much higher spatial resolution of the isochromatic fringes compared to the mercury lamp. The fringe patterns are monitored with a microscope (Zeiss SV-11) and camera (Nikon F2). More details on both, non-trivial, experimental methods can be found in [32] .
Numerical aspects
Our cross-slot flow is nominally planar and therefore, compared with 2D viscoelastic simulations. The simulations are performed with an implicit/explicit implementation of the DEVSS/DG-method as proposed by Baaijens et al. [34] . The velocity is interpolated biquadratic, the pressure bilinear, the rateof-deformation tensor bilinear and the extra-stress tensor bilinear but discontinuous.
Due to symmetry, only one quarter of the flow geometry is modeled. Part of the finite element mesh used in the simulations of the cross-slot is shown in Fig. 18 . The mesh consists of 1904 elements. On rigid walls the no-slip condition is used and along centerlines the symmetry condition is prescribed. At the in-and outflow a power-law velocity profile is prescribed with (nearly) the same average velocity as measured in the symmetry plane of the upstream section. Inflow stresses are computed using an Euler iteration scheme to determine the steady-state values for the constitutive equations following from the power-law velocity gradients. Velocities and stresses prescribed in this manner may be incompatible with the fully developed viscoelastic flow and stress fields. However, entrance and exit sections are chosen sufficiently long to ensure fully developed flow in the up-and downstream sections. The stagnation point is at (x/h, y/h) (0, 0), the entrance and exit boundaries are placed at y/h À10 and x/ h 20, respectively.
Velocities
The velocity field is recorded in three regions, each covering an area of À2.6 < x/h < 2.6, À2.6 < y/ h < 2.6. The center of one region is placed at the stagnation point, the others are shifted 2.3h in the y and x direction with respect to the first, in order to measure the up and downstream region, respectively. Table 7 presents the experimental details. In Fig. 19 , the profile of the velocity component in ydirection is depicted at several positions in the upstream region (y/h 3.2, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 0.5). Both models show a good prediction of the measured velocity profiles, although the maximum velocity at the inflow is taken a little too high.
The profile of the velocity component in x-direction in the downstream region is depicted in Fig. 20 , at several cross-sections (x/h 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.4 and 3.2). At the cross-section furthest downstream (x/h 3.2), where the flow is fully developed again, also a good agreement is found. At the other crosssections, the predictions deviate considerably from the measurements. Near the centerline, the area of N is the total number of recorded frames, f the frequency, Áx the bandwidth used to subtract data along a cross-section in vertical direction, Áy the bandwidth used for a cross-section in horizontal direction. strong elongation, both the Giesekus and PTTa-1 model overestimate the velocity. This leads to a more plug-like measured profile at cross-sections up to x/h 2 and, consequently, the velocity is underpredicted near the lateral wall.
As the residence time near the stagnation point approaches infinity, a relatively small amount of polymer melt flows through this area, and only a few data points are measured along the downstream centerline. These are shown in Fig. 21 . The velocity profile in the upstream part is in good agreement, but in the downstream part it is, as already seen with the cross-sectional measurements, over predicted. The experimental velocities show a slower increase along the centerline and both models predict an overshoot that is not observed in the experiments. The elongation rates range from 1X7` 4`2X5. Further, it is shown that in the stagnation region, the fluid element experiences almost a constant elongation rate. The time during which this elongation rate is experienced depends on both flow rate and distance from the stagnation point. The total strain is independent of flow rate, and for this fluid element 4 % 10 (Fig. 23) .
Stresses: isochromatic patterns
The isochromatic fringe pattern is recorded with six images for the lowest flow rate and seven for the highest. An individual picture size is 8.32h Â 5.92h in the x and y direction, respectively. One image is taken of the inflow region, its center placed at y/h 4.32, one of the stagnation region and the others of the outflow region taken at intermediate distances of 4.56h. The scanned flow region ranges from À1.25 < y/h < 4 to À2 < x/h < 15.25 for the lowest flow rate, and À1.25 < y/h < 4 to À2 < x/h < 18 for the highest flow rate. The entire recorded fringe patterns can be found in [32] .
For comparison with the simulations a smaller region is depicted in Figs. 24 and 25 . For both flow rates, the fringe pattern near the lateral wall was not well defined; probably due to a too high light intensity. This effect is also noticeable in the upstream section at the highest flow rate where the fringe with order 4 (close to the wall) is hardly visible. The predicted isochromatic fringe patterns look rather similar for both models. However, the Giesekus model predicts more fringes near the stagnation point and a higher stress along the outflow centerline. In the fully developed inflow region, the predicted stress is higher than for the experiments, which can partly be ascribed to the slightly higher mean velocity in the calculations. This in contrast with the stress at the stagnation point where the stress is under-predicted by both, the Giesekus and PTTa-1 model. Within the observed flow region stresses do not fully relax in the outflow section. This is demonstrated in Fig. 26 . The stress increase towards the stagnation point is predicted very well, but in the experiments a much higher stress is found in the stagnation region, and relaxation is much slower in the downstream region, indicating that the relaxation behavior of the polymer melt in elongation differs from that in shear.
It should be noticed that due to the high stress gradient near the stagnation point, it was not possible to distinguish all individual fringes in the upstream section. For the results presented, unwanted deviations in the experimental results (especially FIB) should be regarded with care, as they might lead to erroneous conclusions. This is a rather complex topic which is dealt in more detail in [32] . 
Steady-state values
In a region surrounding the stagnation point, the stresses reach steady state, as the residence time of a fluid element is sufficiently long. This is shown in Fig. 29 for the Giesekus model by tracking along streamlines that come close to the stagnation point (x/y, y/h % 0.01, 0.01). Therefore, the experimental data in the stagnation point are the steady-state values, and can be used to estimate the planar elongational viscosity (without concern of the boundary conditions) which can be compared with predictions of the different models (the elongation rate is taken from calculations with the Giesekus model). As shown in Fig. 29 , the Giesekus and PTTa-1 model under-predict the measurements, whereas the PTTa-2 model over-predicts the measurements. The intermediate value 4 0.045, gives the best resemblance. However, this is not consistent with the uniaxial elongation data.
Only two flow rates were investigated covering a small range. The region can be enlarged by measuring at different temperatures, and using the time±temperature superposition principle to create a master curve. 
Fixed viscosity (Feta) models
In this section it is investigated whether the new class of models (Section 3.1) can capture the flow behavior of the LDPE melt in the cross-slot flow. Since the Feta models are not (yet) implemented in the finite element code, they will be evaluated using flow kinematics as obtained with the Giesekus model by integration along streamlines. Two functions are selected to describe the relaxation time. Besides the exponential form of the PTT model for the relaxation time, also the principle of variable drag will be used (since the experiments qualitatively indicate this behavior). They are denoted as Feta± 2 (A, a, b 2, 2, 1) . The cross-slot flow will be used to fit the parameters in the additional relaxation time functions. 
Predictions in viscometric flows
Since the Feta±PTTa model has only one adjustable parameter, this model is fitted on the steady planar elongational viscosity, obtained with the cross-slot device. The results, are presented in Figs. 30 and 31. Similar to the original PTTa model, 4 0.045 gives the best agreement with measurements. Fig. 30 shows the corresponding material functions in steady shear. Evidently, the shear viscosity function is unaltered by varying the parameter. The first normal stress predictions are quite good, but the uniaxial elongation measurement are under-predicted (Fig. 31 right) . (Notice that the results are presented at different temperatures).
The Feta±VD model has two parameters, one introducing the variable drag concept at relatively low stresses (per mode), and the other to obtain a similar form as the PTTa function at higher stresses. The latter is needed to avoid singularities in the elongational viscosity function. The Feta-model based on the Ellis viscosity function is combined with the variable drag-based relaxation time (see Table 1 ) (Feta±VD). Two parameter sets are used; parameter set 1 (Feta±VD1) was obtained by considering only the results of the cross-slot flow, parameter set 2 (Feta±VD2) was obtained by considering both, crossslot flow and flow around a confined cylinder (the results of this flow can be found in [32] ). Introducing the variable drag concept alters the shape of the elongational curves; the onset of the tension thickening region shows a (not very natural) sharp increase for each mode (compare p for Feta±VD and Feta±PTTa in Fig. 33 ). This suggests to use fewer or, the opposite, more modes in order to get a more smooth curve. The predictions of the Feta±PTTa model are almost similar to the predictions of the original PTTa model (with 4, $ 0.045, 0.08). The upswing in the uniaxial elongational curves is nearly the same for all models. The end levels are too low when compared to the measurements, although the VD models do a somewhat better job. Fig. 34 shows the predictions of the models along the centerline of the cross-slot device using the deformation history of the simulations with the Giesekus model (these were in best agreement with experiments). In correspondence with the estimated steady-state values, the Feta±PTTa model excellently predicts the maximum stress in the stagnation point, together with the upstream region. However, similar to the PTTa model with the parameters $ 0.08 and 4 0.045 (again this 4-value is not consistent with the uniaxial measurements) the relaxation of the stress in the downstream region shows a faster decay than the experiments. In fact, its prediction almost equals that of the PTTa model.
Predictions for the cross-slot flow
The variable drag concept, however, gives much better results for the relaxation behavior of the LDPE melt in the cross-slot flow. As can be seen in Fig. 34 , for both the parameter sets the model does capture the maximum stress and the retarded relaxation along the centerline in the cross-slot flow very well. Moreover, the effect is only noticeable in the elongational part of the flow and not in the shear regions.
Discussion and conclusion
The complex flow of a LDPE melt in a cross-slot was investigated by measuring the velocity (PTV) and the isochromatic birefringence patterns (FIB). The results are first compared to numerical simulations with the Giesekus and PTTa constitutive models, performed with a 2D viscoelastic finite element code (DEVSS/DG). Of these two, the Giesekus model gives the best predictions. The PTTa-2 model (4, $ 0.004, 0.08), describing viscometric and elongational data best, gave convergence problems of the numerical code. However, the elongational data presented in this work should be interpreted with care, since possible slip of the metal belts that load the sample has not been accounted for. If slip did indeed occur this would lead to a less strain hardening response, and consequently to larger 4 parameter. Therefore, the 4 parameter was systematically lowered starting from the PTTa-1 value (4 0.15). The stress field is best described with 4 % 0.05, which is not consistent with predictions in uniaxial elongation (4 0.004). Furthermore, the stresses in the fully developed region flow were over-predicted. Moreover, the PTTa model predicts a velocity overshoot cross-slot flow, downstream of the stagnation points, which is not observed experimentally.
The largest deviation in stresses between sinulations and experiments is found downstream of the stagnation point: experimentally the stress peak is much higher and a much slower stress relaxation is observed than predicted numerically. Experimental errors can not explain these observations and, for that reason, it is postulated that these results indicate a different relaxation mechanism in elongational flow than in shear flow.
As a pilot study, the concept of variable drag is tested in combination with the new class of models (Feta±VD), using streamline integration along streamlines close to the centerline of the flow. Also, a fixed viscosity model with the PTTa relaxation time function (Feta±PTTa) is evaluated. The later model gives almost similar predictions as the original PTTa model, but the Feta±VD model can describe more accurately the retarded stress relaxation in the cross-slot device.
It is shown that for the cross-slot flow steady state is achieved in an area surrounding the stagnation point. This steady state may be used to explore the predictive capabilities of the constitutive equations in the non-linear regime.
The new class of constitutive equations (Feta models) shows to be promising. However, they are still feasible for improvement:
Compared to experimental shear data, two important aspects are not present in the models. The second normal stress is zero in simple shear flows, and no overshoot is predicted in start-up flows. Therefore, it is worthwhile to try to capture the same concept in, for instance, the Giesekus model, which contains both features in a natural way. The Feta model which incorporates the concept of variable drag, shows an irregular prediction of the steady elongation viscosity. The choice for the relaxation time function was rather arbitrary and it needs further investigation. Applying more or fewer modes can lead to improvement. The inconsistency between predictions for planar and uniaxial elongation behavior, can probably be ascribed to the alignment strength of the flows (see e.g. [5] ), and is not incorporated in the models investigated. A possibility to include alignment strength in the models can be done by choosing the non-linear functions also dependent on the third invariant of the extra stress tensor, which equals zero in planar deformations and is non-zero in other flows. This approach is similar to the one used for instance by Wagner to obtain a different viscosity curve in shear and uniaxial elongation for integral models, and by others, to describe both shear-thinning and extensionthickening behavior with a generalized Newtonian model (see e.g. [19, 35] ). However, in the latter models the invariants of the Finger or rate-of-deformation tensor, are used, respectively, rather than the stress tensor.
